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**Abstract**

In the network steganography methods based on packet length, the length of the packets is used as a carrier for exchanging secret messages. Existing methods in this area are vulnerable to detections due to abnormal network traffic behaviors. The main goal of this paper is to propose a method which has great resistance to network traffic detections. In the first proposed method, the sender embeds a bit of data in each pair that includes two non-identical packet lengths. In the current situation, if the first packet length of the pair is larger than the second one, it shows a ‘1’ bit, and otherwise, it shows a ‘0’ bit. If the intended bit of the sender is in conflict with the current status, he/she will create the desired status by swapping the packet lengths. In this method, the paired packets can be selected freely, but in the second proposed method, the packets are divided into buckets, and only packets within a single bucket can be paired together. In this case, the embedding method is similar to the previous one. The results show that the second method, despite having low embedding capacity, will be more secure in real traffic compared to the other methods. Since the packet lengths of UDP protocol are more random in comparison to TCP, the proposed methods have higher embedding capacity, and they are more secure for UDP-based packets. However, these methods are only applicable to the protocols in which the packet length has not a constant value.

**1 Introduction**

The usage of the Internet as a global way of exchanging information and establishing remote communication is increasing daily. This leads the subject of information security to be of interest to everyone, therefore, preventing unauthorized access to confidential data becomes a challenge.
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Szczyplierski for the first time [3]. Network steganography techniques use public network traffic as a carrier for secret data. They hide secret data in public communication in such a way that its impact on public sending becomes minimal. So, the hidden sending, which is commonly referred to as a covert channel, becomes effectively covered [4]. The concept of covert channels was introduced for the first time by Lampson in 1973 [3].

The scientific community has been using many terms such as steganography [5], [6], covert channels [7], [8], or information hiding [9] to describe the process of concealing information. This stems from the fact that the terms have not been introduced at the same time, and their definitions have evolved over time. However, drawing a distinction between steganography and covert channels is artificial, and instead, one term – network steganography – should be used. It is our belief that steganographic methods are used to create a covert channel, but that covert channels do not exist without steganography. Thus, the scope of network steganography encompasses all techniques of exchanging hidden data [4, 9, 10].

Each network steganography method can be characterized by four features: first, steganographic bandwidth, which describes the amount of secret data we are able to send using a particular method per time unit. Second, undetectability which is defined as an inability to detect a steganogram inside certain carriers. The most popular way to detect a steganogram is to analyze the statistical properties of the captured data and to compare them to the typical properties of the carrier caused by the steganogram insertion procedure. Third, the steganographic cost which depends on the type of the carrier, and if it becomes excessive, it leads to easy detection of the steganographic methods. Fourth, robustness which is defined as the amount of alteration that covert data, can withstand without being destroyed. This feature becomes useless when the channel is safe [4, 11, 12].

Several network steganography methods have been proposed so far [11–19]. Network steganography based on the packet length is a branch of the network steganography methods that transfers the bits of the intended message by modifying the length of the packets in the network. In other words, in this case, the length of the packets is used as a carrier for exchanging secret messages. Although steganographic methods based on the packet length have great resistance against intrusion, but they fail to deliver network normal traffic especially when the number of the hidden message bits is increased [20]. Although several network steganography methods have been presented so far with the aim of embedding in packet length [20–28], the number of steganalytical attacks designed for detecting these methods is very low [29, 30]. These attacks can distinguish normal traffic from the traffic carrying hidden data (stego traffic) through extracting some features from network traffic and with the help of a classifier. The attack in [31] uses two features extracted from packets length histogram in two cases of normal and stego traffic to achieve this goal. But the attack in [32], in addition to the previous attack features, also uses two other features extracted directly from normal and stego traffic packet lengths and improves the function of the previous attack. For this reason, this attack is used for testing stage.

In this paper, two new methods have been presented for embedding in packet length. The first one chooses a pair of packets. In this pair, if the first packet length is larger than the second one, it carries the data bit ‘1’, and if it is smaller, then it carries the data bit ‘0’. If the condition of the pair does not fit the intended data bit, then desired conditions will be provided only by swapping the packet lengths. The idea of the second method is the same, and it only adds a constraint to the packet pairing method. In these methods, the values of packet lengths do not change, and they are just swapped if necessary.

In the following, a number of network steganography methods based on packet length and the most successful attack for detecting these methods will be presented in section 2. The algorithms for two suggested methods will be explained thoroughly in section 3. In section 4, the functionality of two suggested methods will be compared to the previous methods for a few different and real datasets, and in addition, the best method between these two methods will be presented. Finally, the conclusion will be explained in section 5.

2 A Review on the Methods based on the Packet Length

There are many network steganography methods, and different classifications have been proposed for them. One of the complete classifications is based on the way of embedding data in the carrier and is divided into two main categories: 'storage' and 'timing'. There is also a 'hybrid' category that combines two previous methods. Most existing methods belong to the first category. Storage methods hide data by modifying protocol fields, such as unused bits of a header. In general, high capacity can be achieved by using this method. Timing methods hide data in the timing of protocol messages or packets. In the network environment, this is often done through changing packet rates or changing packet delays. Timing channels are difficult to identify [4].

The scheme of length-based methods is one of the most interesting branches of designing network covert channels since it highly increases the resistance
against infiltration. In the following, a few steganographic methods will be introduced briefly and at last, the attack in [32] will be presented as the most successful steganalytical method for detecting the methods based on the packet length.

2.1 Ji Method

In [24], Ji et al. designed a protocol-independent covert channel by mimicking legitimate traffic. Let \( S \) represent a \( K \)-bit binary stream. The secret message is usually divided into several subgroups for being sent. Let \( W_i \) be the \( i^{th} \) subgroup of \( S \) with \( w \)-bits. Alice and Bob follow five steps for transferring the secret message:

First step: Alice and Bob communicate normally. They both capture the message lengths sent by Alice and consider them as references.

Second step: Alice and Bob choose a length \( l \) from the reference by the same randomized algorithm.

Third step: in the \( i^{th} \) transmission, Alice sends Bob a message with the length of \( l_{\text{next}} = l + \text{SUM} \cdot i \) for the subgroup \( W_i \). The reference is updated by adding \( l_{\text{next}} \cdot \text{SUM} \) is calculated as in (1):

\[
\text{SUM} = \begin{cases} 
[W_i]_{10} - 2^w - 1 & i \% 2 = 0 \\
[W_i]_{10} - (2^w - 1) & i \% 2 = 1
\end{cases}
\]

Fourth step: Bob decrypts the \( i^{th} \) message by subtracting \( l \) of \( l_{\text{next}} \).

Fifth step: steps 2 to 4 are repeated until the entire message is encrypted.

The shortcoming of this scheme is that the packet length distribution of the reference will gradually deviate from the normal distribution because of the continued appending operation.

2.2 NTNCC

As an improvement, Ji et al. [25] proposed another protocol-independent network covert channel based on packet length using the same model. Let \( S \) be a \( k \)-bit binary secret. The secret message \( S \) is usually divided into several subgroups with the size of \( w \) bits for each of them. \( W_i \) is the \( i^{th} \) subgroup that is being sent. The communication is being accomplished in 5 phases:

Phase 1: Alice sends \( N \) normal messages to Bob, and they both capture the message lengths as references.

Phase 2: Alice and Bob both sort the reference and divide it uniformly into \( 2^w \) buckets.

Phase 3: for the subgroup \( W_i \), Alice converts \( W_i \) into decimal \( W_i^s \) and chooses a length \( l \) from the \( W_i \) bucket randomly. Then Alice sends Bob a message with the size of \( l \).

Phase 4: Bob decrypts the \( i^{th} \) message by checking whether it belongs to the bucket length range.

Phase 5: phases 3 and 4 are being repeated until the entire message is sent.

Different from the previous one, this scheme can imitate the normal packet length histogram well. However, it cannot resist the detection method based on the second-order statistics [32].

2.3 Parity Method

Abdullaziz et al. in [27], proposed a method (with the embedding capacity of one bit in each packet) in which the secret message is expressed easily based on the parity of packet payload byte numbers. If the size of the payload is an even number (in bytes), then it encodes ‘0’ bit of the secret message. On the other hand, if the size of the payload is an odd number (in bytes), then it represents bit ‘1’ of the message. Thus the sender changes data sizes that do not match the desired data size, only by embedding one byte. As the authors say, although this bandwidth seems to be low compared to the other covert channel based on the packet lengths, it guarantees high undetectability, and it does not need a hidden key like a search table to realize a hidden connection. In [30, 33], two particular steganalytical methods are proposed which have been succeeded in detecting this method, though.

2.4 Empirical Distribution Function (EDF)

In [28], a method is proposed based on the empirical distribution function of packet length series taken from legitimate traffic. The empirical distribution function of the series \( \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\} \) is defined as (2):

\[
F(t) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} I\{x_i \leq t\}
\]

In which \( I(A) \) represents the event of \( A \) and \( n \) is the number of instances in series \( \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\} \).

With the assumption of embedding \( k \) bits in each packet, the steps of [28] method are as follows:

1. Both the sender and receiver capture packet length series in normal communication.
2. They calculate EDF for captured packet length series.
3. The range of packet length values of normal traffic is divided into \( 2^k \) subranges in a way that the range of EDF function values is almost uniform for lengths in each range.
4. If the decimal value of the intended \( k \)-bit data is \( n \), then the stego packet length must be chosen in a way that exists in the \( n^{th} \) subrange. So that the receiver can extract data by receiving it and calculating corresponding EDF value.

The main purpose of this method is creating a stego traffic which its EDF value is as close to normal traffic.
value as possible. The algorithm of embedding and extraction of this method is explained in details in [28].

2.5 PLD Method (Embedding in Packet Length Differences)

In [20], Sabeti et al. suggested a new method called Packet Length Differencing (PLD) network steganography. PLD method uses the idea of embedding the message in the differences between the consecutive packet pair lengths. Suppose that a block of two adjacent packets $P_i$ and $P_{i+1}$ with lengths $l_i$ and $l_{i+1}$ is chosen. The difference $d$ in this block is equal to (3):

$$d = l_{i+1} - l_i$$ (3)

The amount of information to be embedded in each block depends on $d$ value. For this purpose, the $d$ range is divided into $n$ subranges and a $k$ index is assigned to each range. The capacity of each range, i.e., the number of embeddable bits, depends on its length.

Suppose that a two-packet block with the difference $d$ is chosen and $d$ belongs to the range $k$. In order to embed $n$ bits of the message bitstream in a block with a decimal value $b$, new $d$ value should be calculated. Then new $(l_i', l_{i+1}')$ are being calculated for the packet lengths in the stego stream. The algorithm of embedding and extraction of this method is explained in detail in [20].

2.6 Steganalysis of the Methods for Embedding in Packet Length

Recently, Sur et al. [32] presented a detection scheme for network covert channel based on the packet length. In this method, in order to distinguish the normal traffic from stego traffic, four features are used: standard deviation ($\delta$) and center of mass (COM) are extracted from the histogram of packet length sequence ($X$) as first order features. Calculation of these two standards is done using (4) and (5):

$$COM = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{m} i X_{dft}}{\sum_{i=0}^{m} X_{dft}}$$ (4)

$$\delta = \sum_{n}^{m} \left| 2X(e) - X(e-1) - X(e+1) \right|$$ (5)

In (4), $X_{dft}$ is the DFT conversion of $X$ and $m$ is the length of this vector. In (5), $n$ is number of columns (bins) in $X$ and $e$ is the position of a maximum or a minimum.

The adjacency histogram $H_{l}^d(P)$ is defined as the number of times that two packets with the distance $l$ and the absolute difference $d$ appear in packet length series $P$. This parameter is used for calculating the third and the fourth standards and its normalized form $R_{l}^d(P)$ is defined as (6):

$$R_{l}^d(P) = \frac{H_{l}^d}{Len(P)}$$ (6)

Here, $Len(P)$ is the number of packets. The normalized adjacency histogram of normal ($R_{l}^d(N)$) and stego ($R_{l}^d(S)$) packet sequences with $l = 1, 2$ and $d = 0$ (i.e. $R_{1}^0, R_{2}^0$) are taken as second-order statistical features.

The network legitimate and stego traffic features mentioned above are used for training a supervised learning-based classifier. Sur’s experimental results show that the proposed classifier could detect existing covert channels based on packet length with high accuracy.

3 Our Proposed Methods

The main problem of existing network steganography methods based on packet length is their inability to create carrier data traffic (stego traffic) with features similar to a normal one. This weak point appears more when the number of intended message bits is increased. There exists a successful steganalytical method that distinguishes normal traffic from the traffic carrying hidden data by extracting some features of network traffic and with the help of a classifier [32]. In the following, two methods are proposed which existing attacks are less likely to detect them in real situations. The second proposed method is the improved version of the first one that works much better. Both methods are explained in the following:

3.1 Network Steganography Method based on Packet Length Using Relocations (swap-PLN)

Although most image steganography methods are also used for embedding in packet length, but the image field methods have limitations due to the nature of the images. There are dependencies between image pixels so that changing them excessively or moving them would reduce image quality metrics such as PSNR and MSE. As a result, it is not possible to use some image embedding ideas. One of these ideas is to swap two pixels of the image in such a way that the resulting composition can represent a particular bit of data. But due to the lack of these restrictions or the much fewer constraints in a network steganography method based on packet length, this idea will be useful. Suppose $P$ is a normal network traffic that the sender knows about. There is no need to inform the receiver of normal traffic. The sender embeds data in $P$ using the intended algorithm and by creating stego traffic $S$, he/she prepares packets with this traffic lengths and sends them to the receiver. $P$ includes $L_P$ packets and $D$ includes $L_D$ one and zero data
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A pair of packets is chosen. If the first packet length
values are ignored. With the knowledge of the key,
traffic with the following steps:

(1) \( S \leftarrow P \)

(2) According to (7), using the key agreed between the sender and the receiver, the initial kernel of the rand function is initialized:

\[
\text{rng}(\text{key}) \quad (7)
\]

(3) Using (8), a random permutation of numbers 1 to \( L_P \) is generated, which has \( 2^L_D \) members:

\[
\text{seq} \leftarrow \text{randperm}(L_P, 2^L_D) \quad (8)
\]

(4) The following steps are repeated in order to embed each data bit \( d_k (\forall k \leq L_D) \):

(a) Using (9) and (10), two packet lengths are specified for embedding:

\[
l_1 \leftarrow P[\text{seq}[2k-1]] \quad (9)
\]

\[
l_2 \leftarrow P[\text{seq}[2k]] \quad (10)
\]

(b) If \((l_1 < l_2, d_k = 1)\) or \((l_1 > l_2, d_k = 0)\) then \( l_1 \) and \( l_2 \) in stego traffic \( S \), should be swapped using (11) and (12):

\[
S[\text{seq}[2k-1]] = l_2 \quad (11)
\]

\[
S[\text{seq}[2k]] = l_1 \quad (12)
\]

The idea of this method is very simple. Figure 1, shows an example of how to perform this algorithm. A pair of packets is chosen. If the first packet length is larger than the second one, then this pair carries the data bit ‘1’, and if it is smaller, then it carries the data bit ‘0’. If the condition of the pair does not fit the intended data bit, then desired conditions will be provided only by swapping the packet lengths. In this method, the pairs with the same packet length values are ignored. With the knowledge of the key, the receiver can easily extract the data embedded in \( S \) traffic with the following steps:

(1) Using key, he/she initializes the initial kernel of rand function (same as (7)).

(2) Using randperm, he/she creates the sequence of lengths in which the data is embedded (same as (8)).

(3) The following steps are repeated in order to extract each data bit \( d_k (\forall k \leq L_D) \):

(a) Based on (13) and (14), two packet lengths in a pair are determined:

\[
l_1' \leftarrow S[\text{seq}[2k-1]] \quad (13)
\]

\[
l_2' \leftarrow S[\text{seq}[2k]] \quad (14)
\]

(b) Using (15), \( d_k \) is calculated:

\[
d_k = \begin{cases} 
1 & l_1' > l_2' \\
0 & l_1' \leq l_2'
\end{cases} \quad (15)
\]

Due to the lack of change packet length values, the packet length histogram in stego traffic is same as the normal one. So, it is completely predictable that the attacks using histogram changes for detection, would be completely unsuccessful in detecting suggested method \( \text{swap} – \text{PLN} \).

3.2 Network Steganography Method based on Packet Length Using Restricted Relocations (Rswap-PLN)

The idea of this method is the same as the previous one, and the only difference is adding a constraint to the packet pairing method. In \( \text{swap} – \text{PLN} \) method, there is no constraint on choosing two members of the packets length sequence for embedding a data bit. These packets could be chosen freely. But it is better to reduce changes in the order of the packets, given that in an attack, it is possible to extract parameters based on the order of the packets.

These changes are done in \( \text{swap} – \text{PLN} \) method with no constraints, but another method is suggested for restricting it called \( \text{Rswap} – \text{PLN} \).

Assume that \( P \) is the normal network traffic with the length of \( L_P \). First, the sender divides the sequence \( P \) into consecutive buckets in which there are \( \text{Bucket\_size} \) number of packets. Then, the pairing procedure in each bucket should be done in a pseudo-random way. In consequence, the elements of each packet pair are in the same bucket. After choosing a random packet pair from each bucket, an algorithm similar to the same as previous is used in order to embed all data bits (formulas (9) to (12)). Having the parameter \( \text{Bucket\_size} \), the receiver performs the division in a way similar to the sender and by specifying the packet pair used for embedding data, he/she extracts data same as the previous method (formulas (13) to (15)).

4 Implementation Results

Network steganography methods based on packet length make use of data embedding in the lengths of network packets in order to exchange data. Most of these methods recreate the packet lengths in the stego traffic carrying data, using the packet lengths in normal traffic and a certain algorithm. The function of these methods, like all steganographic methods in different media, could be assessed based on three metrics: embedding capacity, undetectability, and security against attacks. All methods are implemented with the aim of comparing proposed methods with each other and with other previous methods. The results of this comparison may be different for several traffic flows. In other words, the efficiency of a steganographic method could depend on the normal traffic characteristics used.

Some methods have measured their efficiency in a...
state that considers normal traffic as a sequence of random numbers, but this sequence of numbers cannot be real normal traffic of a network. In order to make the test conditions real and due to the lack of standard datasets, the results presented below are calculated for a normal and actual traffic flow, which is sampled from Alzahra University faculty of engineering using Wireshark. By using this software, 20000 consecutive packet lengths are captured. This sampling is done for four different cases and under the conditions below:

1. TCP-based packets of Skype protocol (Skype_TCP dataset).
2. UDP-based packets of Skype protocol (Skype_UDP dataset).
3. TCP-based packets of the whole network (Net_TCP dataset).
4. UDP-based packets of the whole network (Net_UDP dataset).

The packet length distributions of TCP and UDP are commonly different. The reason is that the TCP and UDP protocols have different fragmentation mechanisms and different applications [28].

The length distribution of 500 packets of Net_TCP dataset and Net_UDP dataset is shown in Figure 2 with purpose of observing this difference. Comparing these charts show that UDP protocol packet lengths are varied, and the sequence of numbers is more random, so most methods only use this protocol for tests. But in this paper, the packets of both protocols are used for testing to compare the performance of the proposed methods for both cases. According to the high repetition of some packet lengths in real datasets, neither NTNCC method nor EDF are usable in embedding cases with lots of bits, and they cannot embed successfully using the mentioned algorithms. Thus in the accomplished tests, the \( w \) parameter is considered equal to 1 in NTNCC, EDF, and \( J_i \) methods. The test results and the comparison of previous methods with proposed methods for three intended metrics are presented below:

### 4.1 Distinction Undetectability

If the steganography method can generate a stego traffic that more similar to normal network traffic, then it is less likely to be detected by attacks. Since the attacks analyze the network traffic statistically, and if there is a significant difference between the statistical features of the present and normal traffic, they identify the present traffic as stego one. Therefore,
one criterion for evaluation and comparison of network steganography methods is the rate of alteration in network traffic parameters. One of these parameters is network traffic histogram (the frequency of the packet length in traffic). In order to perform this comparison, the difference between histograms of the normal and stego traffic (derived from the proposed method algorithm) is extracted, and the mean and standard deviation are calculated for this difference. The smaller the mean and standard deviation values, the more similarity of stego traffic to a normal one. These two parameters can be used for showing distinction undetectability.

The mean and variance difference between normal and stego traffic are presented in Figures 3 and 4 respectively for several embedding methods, different datasets, and the embedding level of 0.1bpp. Examining these results indicates that the proposed methods are very successful in maintaining the mean and variance of normal traffic for creating stego traffic. This difference is absolutely zero in Swap PLN and RswapPLN. Otherwise stated, the stego traffic mean and variance of these two methods are equal to the mean and variance of the real and initial normal traffic.

4.2 Embedding Capacity

Each steganographic method has the ability to embed a maximum number of specified bits in a cover media. In the network steganography methods based on packet length, the unit of a number of bits per each packet (bpp) can be used for expressing this ability, and the metric is shown with $C_{\text{max}}$. This metric can have two meanings in different methods. In some methods, $C_{\text{max}}$ number of bits is really embedded in each packet length. But in adaptive methods, the number of bits embedded in each packet length could differ depending on the circumstances. Therefore, according to the embedding algorithm, the $C_{\text{max}}$ number is specified for some methods, and for some other ones, this number depends on the normal traffic used. In these methods, $C_{\text{max}}$ could be calculated according to the number of the packets in the traffic ($\text{Traffic}_{-}\text{size}$ parameter) and the maximum number of the bits that could be embedded in the whole traffic ($\text{Max}_{-}\text{bit}$ parameter) as expressed in (16):

$$C_{\text{max}} = \frac{\text{Max}_{-}\text{bit}}{\text{Traffic}_{-}\text{size}}$$ (16)

The $C_{\text{max}}$ numbers for previous and the proposed methods are presented in Table 1. In NTNCC, EDF, and $J_i$ methods, the $C_{\text{max}}$ value depends on the $w$ parameter. The algorithm of these methods is in such a way that, if there are many duplicate data in the dataset, then there is no way to embed data for large $w$ values (and not even for many duplicates in $w = 1$ Since real datasets are used, and there is a large number of repetitions in them, here in these methods, a maximum of one bit per packet length is embedded in order to reduce the embedding problems. According to the algorithm, the parity method is allowed to embed one bit in each packet length. But the maximum embedding capacities of PLD, Swap PLN, and Rswap PLN methods depend on the normal traffic used. They do not have constant and certain values. In an effort to calculate these values for different datasets using normal traffic with 1000 packets, the maximum number of embeddable bits is specified and the $C_{\text{max}}$ value is calculated using the formula (16). This process is repeated 500 times and the average of these repetitions for these three methods are shown in Table 1.

Analyzing the results of Table 1 leads to two results: 1. More embedding capacity of UDP packets in comparison to TCP packets: due to the randomness of most packet lengths in UDP traffic, Swap PLN and Rswap PLN could embed more secret data in UDP traffic. 2. Swap PLN and Rswap PLN methods have much less embedding capacity compared...
As mentioned before, there are two steganalytical methods based on packet length. As the second attack [32] is more complete in comparison to the first one [31], only the second one is used here. The detection accuracy of this attack at the level of 0.1 bpp for four datasets is shown in Table 3. The meaning of attack accuracy is the normalized area below the ROC chart for attack output relative to the original diameter. As the ROC chart farther away from the original diameter, and as the area increases, the attack becomes more successful in detecting the method, and the resistance of the method against the attack decreases. A study on Table 3 shows that in all datasets, Rswap_PLN has the least detection accuracy and the most resistance against the attack. The results show that most of the previous methods are easily discovered with this low embedding rate and despite their high embedding capacity (according to Table 1), they are not practically usable. Among previous methods, only NTNCC method is close to the Rswap_PLN method in some cases. In this method, both the sender and the receiver need to be aware of normal traffic, and this need is restrictive in practical and real use. Furthermore, according to the results of Figures 3 and 4, the NTNCC method is not successful at maintaining the mean and the variance values of the stego traffic.

Another noteworthy point in Table 3 is the good performance of the Rswap_PLN method in the Net_UDP dataset. Due to the possibility of embedding more data in this dataset, the comparison of various methods is also done in this dataset for embeddings at the level of 0.2 bpp and 0.3 bpp and the results are shown in Table 4. These results also indicate the impressive superiority of Rswap_PLN method compared to the all other ones. For a better understanding, the ROC charts of three PLD, Swap_PLN, and Rswap_PLN methods for Net_UDP dataset at 0.1 bpp and 0.2 bpp embedding levels are displayed in sections (a) and (b) of Figure 5, respectively. A review of all represented results indicates that most methods, despite their large embedding capacity, are easily detected in low embedding percentages. Thus the large embedding capacity in these methods is not considered as a significant advantage. On the contrary, the Rswap_PLN method, despite having low embedding capacity, performs the embedding process in a way that is not detectable for the existing attack. This embedding method does not have high discovery accuracy for all datasets but for Net_UDP dataset, it has higher embedding capacity and much less detectability. The final point is the effect of the Bucket size parameter value on the performance of the Rswap_PLN method. This parameter shows the number of packets in each bucket. Pairing operations are performed per each

---

**Table 1.** The average $C_{max}$ value for different embedding methods in four datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Skype_TCP</th>
<th>Skype_UDP</th>
<th>Net_TCP</th>
<th>Net_UDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NTNCC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ji</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLD</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swap-PLN</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rswap-PLN</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** The maximum $C_{max}$ value for two suggested methods in four datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Skype_TCP</th>
<th>Skype_UDP</th>
<th>Net_TCP</th>
<th>Net_UDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swap-PLN</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rswap-PLN</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4.3 Security Against Attacks

As mentioned before, there are two steganalytical attacks with the aim of detecting network steganography methods based on packet length. As the second attack [32] is more complete in comparison to the first one [31], only the second one is used here. The detection accuracy of this attack at the level of 0.1 bpp for four datasets is shown in Table 3. The meaning of attack accuracy is the normalized area below the ROC chart for attack output relative to the original diameter. As the ROC chart farther away from the original diameter, and as the area increases, the attack becomes more successful in detecting the
Table 4. The accuracy of attack [32] in detecting different methods for Net_UDP dataset traffic in more embeddings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>0.2 bpp</th>
<th>0.3 bpp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NTNCC</td>
<td>0.6173</td>
<td>0.7201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ji</td>
<td>0.8245</td>
<td>0.9488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFD</td>
<td>0.7400</td>
<td>0.8756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parity</td>
<td>0.6256</td>
<td>0.8112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLD</td>
<td>0.4419</td>
<td>0.6026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swap-PLN</td>
<td>0.6229</td>
<td>0.7028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rswap-PLN</td>
<td>0.1558</td>
<td>0.1671</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. The ROC chart of the attack [32] for embeddings at the levels of (a) 0.1 bpp and (b) 0.2 bpp for Net_UDP dataset traffic

Table 5. The accuracy of attack [32] in detecting Rswap_PLN method for Net_UDP dataset traffic in different Bucket_sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bucket_size</th>
<th>0.1 bpp</th>
<th>0.2 bpp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1599</td>
<td>0.1558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.1849</td>
<td>0.1884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.1948</td>
<td>0.2251</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Conclusion

Embedding data in packet lengths is known as a network steganography method. Different methods of this area manipulate the packet lengths of traffic in such a way that the receiver can extract the intended data based on the lengths received. In this paper, two different methods are proposed in this area that the second one, called Rswap_PLN, has better performance. In this method, the sender divides existing packets in a normal traffic into buckets. Afterward, he/she chooses two packets of a bucket, and if they do not have the same length, he/she can embed a data bit in them. If the first packet length is larger than the second one, the pair shows a ‘1’ bit, and otherwise, it shows a ‘0’ bit. If the intended bit of the sender does not match the current status, he/she will create the desired status by swapping the packet lengths. The results show that the histogram of packet lengths in Stego traffic generated by the Rswap−PLN method is fully compatible with the histogram of packet lengths in normal traffic. Previous methods are vulnerable to existing attacks despite having high embedding capacities. But our proposed method has far greater security against attacks for different datasets. The results show that the use of the Rswap−PLN method for UDP-based packets with a detection accuracy of less than 20% is the best option for network steganography based on packet lengths.
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